• Microscopy
• Inspection

Creating Optimized Solutions
for Advanced Applications.
Precisely for You...

• Imaging
• Metrology
• Analysis
• Research
• Quality Control
• Production
• Automation
• Handling
• Assembly
• Forensics
• Education
• Service/Repair
• And More

McBain-engineered systems deliver unique solutions —
with higher performance at lower cost...

McBain serves
Semiconductor,
Solar and PV,
Cleantech,
Disk Drive,
Medical Equipment
Manufacturing,
Aerospace,
Forensics,
Education
and many other
industries

McBain is a very unique company
that engineers and builds very unique
systems — high-performance, costeffective systems — often addressing
niche applications that larger vendors
either ignore or underserve.
We begin by getting inside each target
application, bringing a fresh perspective
and always looking for ways to do the
job better — more efficiently and more
effectively. Not just adding bells and
whistles but applying precisely the right
technology to streamline the process.
Which may be why our systems end
up delivering superior performance at
lower cost.
Over the years McBain has designed
and manufactured literally thousands of
precision instruments, addressing hundreds of applications in a broad range
of industries — from semiconductor to
solar, aerospace to medical equipment
manufacturing, forensics to education...

Along the way we’ve become the go-to
experts in optics, vision technology,
metrology, imaging, positioning, motion
control and more. And this depth of experience enables us to be more efficient
and effective when we design each
new system, whether it’s an innovative
tool for metrology or defect inspection,
for particle analysis or precision mask
alignment, for XYZ measurement or
probe card analysis...
We’re always seeking to apply the most
elegant technology and solutions to
meet our goals. And sometimes that
means we need to develop special
new platforms, or stages, or substrate
handling, or illumination, or software...
Whatever it takes, we’ll make it happen.
And that’s why McBain systems tend
to outperform the competition. For example, we are told that the image quality from our near-infrared subsurface
inspection systems is by far the best of

class. And these systems are also the
most attractively priced in their class!
Which may be why our customers keep
coming back, and why we’ve been successful for over forty years.

In addition, McBain is the country’s largest
regional dealer of Leica industrial microscopes...

The McBain
customer list
includes
numerous worldclass names:
Agilent

software modules are user-friendly and
deliver excellent images and analysis, combining sophisticated image
processing functions with automated
routine tasks. The net result is to unite
the microscope, camera, accessories
and image processing to make a fully
integrated system.

McBain is the country’s largest exclusive regional dealer for Leica industrial
microscopes — both optical and digital
models, covering micro, macro and
stereo work, for assembly, inspection,
analysis, quality control and a great
deal more.
We serve a wide range of industries,
from aerospace to medical equipment
manufacturing, from materials science
to forensics. Plus, education at all levels.
For these and more, McBain strives to be
the complete, state-of-the-art resource
for industrial microscopy. And, beyond

that, we always seek to provide the
optimum microscopy solution specifically for you. That includes all the right
accessories to optimize performance
and operability for your application.
To that end, McBain supplies a broad
spectrum of ancillary equipment, from
illumination sources to cameras, from
specialized lenses to software...
The Leica Application Suite of microscope software, for example, offers fully
developed facilities for visualization,
archiving and detailed documentation
of virtually every aspect of your work. All

Founded as a family business in the
nineteenth century, Leica Microsystems
has long been one of the world’s most
respected names in microscopes and
scientific instruments. The company’s
historically close cooperation with
science and industry is key to Leica’s
tradition of innovation, drawing on many
users’ ideas and tailoring solutions to
their application requirements.
Likewise, Leica microscopy systems
are one more important way McBain is
providing precisely targeted solutions,
precisely for you.

Technologies,
Advanced Bionics,
Boeing,
Boston Scientific,
Hewlett-Packard,
Intel,
Lockheed Martin,
Medtronic,
Northrop Grumman,
Raytheon,
Seagate,
Teledyne,
and many more

World-class service and repair for microscopes
as well as McBain-engineered systems...

In addition to providing service and
support for all McBain-engineered
systems, we also offer a spectrum of
world-class service and repair capabilities for many types of microscopes and
precision instruments.
Our seasoned staff of factory-trained
technicians services virtually all makes,
models and vintages of microscopes
as well as columns, stages and histology equipment.
We provide mechanical and electrical
repair as well as calibration, preventive
maintenance and reconditioning. We
inspect, test, clean, lubricate, align,

upgrade and provide virtually any other
servicing the equipment may require.
McBain’s calibration services are
traceable to NIST and conform to ANSI
standards, and soon the company will
be ISO 9000 certified. Servicing can be
done either at our headquarters facility
or at the customer site.
We maintain an extensive inventory of
replacement parts and components
for both new and vintage instruments,
including popular brands and models
that are no longer supported by their
manufacturers. In our precision machine
shop we can even create custom parts
when needed.

UsedMicroscopes.com
When budgets are tight, sometimes a
pre-owned microscope from McBain
may fit your needs. We have a large
and constantly changing inventory of
microscopes, optics, cameras, stages
and more, as well as other optical
equipment and accessories.
Fully reconditioned by our expert
service technicians, these instruments
come with warranties and are excellent
values. To see our current inventory
of used equipment — and to make
purchases online — simply go to
www.usedmicroscopes.com.

McBain Systems Headquarters
2665 Park Center Drive, Bldg. A
Simi Valley, CA 93065
McBain Service & Repair
Tel: (805) 581-6815
McBain Regional Sales Office
410 N. Roosevelt Avenue, Suite 105
Chandler, AZ 85226
Tel: (800) 675-4356
McBain Regional Sales Office
6565 N. MacArthur Blvd., Suite 225
Irving, TX 75039
Tel: (800) 675-4356
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